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After presenting a brief review of the phenomenology of the Leading Eet, we dene a new
variable, the Total Available Quadri-Salar (A
TOT
) and propose it as the invariant quantity
eetively available for the prodution of the multihadroni nal states. The introdution and
denition of this new varaible are justied by means of simple geometrial-kinematial onsid-
erations and we show that A
TOT
redues to the so-alled eetive energy in the single spei
situation where the use of the latter applies. Using A
TOT
to re-plot existing data, the quantity〈
nch
〉
is shown to be a Universality Feature  that is, independent from the olliding partiles,
the ollider nominal energy, and even from the hadroni invariant mass  as imposed by QCD
universality.
1 Introdution
Basially speaking, QCD shows two main features. One of them is perturbative in nature and
is Asymptoti Freedom. This property is understood in terms of a negative β funtion, whih
implies that the QCD gauge oupling α
S
derease with an inreasing q2. The other, Connament,
is non-perturbative and has not reeived, up to now, a satisfatory theoretial explanation.
Another important but almost forgotten feature of QCD is the Eetive Energy. This is also a
non-perturbative eet and is, roughly speaking, the mehanism through whih the initial (nom-
inal) energy is shared among dierent proesses, one of whih is the hadronization. The slie of
energy that goes to the latter is not the nominal, but an eetive energy. It is this one, and not
the whole nominal energy, that is at disposal for partile prodution, as explained in the paper in
a more datailed way.
This very interesting property is pratially no more studied, even if it ould shed some light on
and provide an alternative approah to the question of how the hadronization mehanism works.
The fundamental idea that lies behind the eetive energy approah is that of distinguishing two
main phases inside any given interation, namely, the quantum number onservation (or ow),
∗
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and the hadronization in the proper sense of the word, that is the proess by whih quarks and
gluons hadronize and beome observable matter (hadrons).
Some papers published in the early '80s [1, 2, 3, 4℄ showed that, whatever the invariant quantity
available to the hadronization proess, it should equate the total hadroni energy of the whole
system as evaluated in the CMS (therefrom the name eetive energy).
In fat, if a whole set of quantities (speied in the next setion) are studied in terms of
that portion of energy, the plots relative to dierent kinds of ollisions between dierent kinds of
partiles onverge toward the same urve.
Despite the great importane of suh a result, neither the orret invariant representation has
been identied, nor a satisfatory justiation for the hoie of the quantities adopted in the past
to represent it has been given.
In fat, the quantity ommonly used to plot data and to study the world-widely olleted
experimental results is M
X
≡
√
(qhad
tot
)2 but, as will be showed in this work, this quantity annot
work if we insist in separating the aforesaid phases of the interation. Furthermore, as some
reent papers show, (see e.g. [5℄) M
X
is unable to reveal the Universality Features when also DIS
proesses are taken into onsideration.
Purposes of this paper are to introdue, by means of simple kinematial onsiderations, what
is believed to be the orret Lorentzinvariant representation of the quantity from now on alled
the Available Quadri-Salar and to show how it is possible, by orreting the above mentioned
result, to let the universality features be revealed again.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in Setion 2 a brief review of the phenomenology of
the Leading Eet is presented; in Setion 3 a new variable, A
TOT
, is oneptually introdued
while its formal denition is given in Setion 4. In Setion 5 the relations between A
TOT
and
M
X
are examined. Evidene of
〈
nch
〉
vs A
TOT
universality is provided in Setion 6 with the nal
result given in Setion 7. In Setion 8 resaling of p -p data is disussed and in Setion 9 a brief
analysis of the dependene of our result from kinematial ondition is given. Setion 10 ontains
the onlusions.
2 Phenomenology of the Leading Eet
The fat that the total energy available to partiles prodution in a given type of interation is
not, in general, the nominal energy of the reation, but another quantity that takes into aount
the leading eet, is one of the most important disoveries made in the early '80s [6℄. Before
that time, all the measured quantities were analysed in terms of
√
s and this brought to dierent
results in dierent experiments. This was ommonly aepted even if it was in a agrant ontrast
with the QCD universality.
In fat, at a fundamental level, the nal state of any interation should depend only on some
(Lorentz-invariant) salar variable believed to be available to the hadronization mehanism, but
not on how that quantity has been put together. This means that, had this quantity been
√
s , the
results of any analysis should have been the same, independently on the kind of reation under
exam (e.g. e+e−, p -p , DIS). Instead, the results were all dierent and there was no explanation
for this situation, to whih people referred as the hidden side of QCD.
As mentioned, in the early '80s it was pointed out [1℄ that QCD universality ould have been
made expliit if the quantity Ehad
tot
, that is, the total hadroni energy of the reation given by
subtrating the energy of the leading partile(s) from the nominal energy of the reation, was
adp header will be provided by the publisher 3
used to plot data instead of
√
s . Within a few years, this eet, alled the Leading Eet,
would have been shown to be universal: in fat, no matter if the interation studied was strong,
eletromagneti or weak, the leading eet was always present [6, 7, 8, 9℄.
Ehad
tot
was soon after alled the Eetive Energy, the name laiming for Ehad
tot
to be the portion
of energy eetively available to the prodution of the multihadroni systems present in the nal
state, after subtration of the energy of the leading partile.
The leading partile was dened to be the partile leaving the interation vertex with the
highest longitudinal momentum [1℄. The role of this partile was to arry, totally or partially, the
quantum numbers (as JPC or avour) from the initial to the nal state. The transfer of these
quantum numbers from the reating partile(s) to the leading partile was alled the Quantum
Number Flow (hereafter: QNF).
From 1980 to 1984 a series of experiments were onduted at the ISR (CERN) to establish if
Ehad
tot
was the eetive energy. All these experiments proved that there were no dierenes between
p -p and e+e− ollisions results if Ehad
tot
was used to perform the analyses. The quantities measured
in these experiments were alled the Universality Features as they showed the same behaviour
whatever the kind of experiment and the nominal energy of the ollider. Some of them are:
1 )
〈
nch
〉
= Mean harged partile multipliity [3℄
2 )
dσ
dx
r
= Frational energy distribution [1, 2℄
3 )
dσ
dp2t
= Transverse squared momentum distribution [10℄
4 )
dσ
d( pt<pt> )
= Redued transverse momentum distribution [11℄
5 ) α ≡ Ech
E
had
= Charged energy [12℄
6 )
dσ
d
〈
p2T
〉
in,out
= Event planarity [4℄
7 ) P (nch) = Charged partile multipliity distribution [13℄
8 ) No of propagating quarks vs L [8℄
Some studies regarding DIS proesses were also made, but only using DIS variables to plot p -p
data, being impossible to re-analyse DIS data in terms of Ehad
tot
[14, 15℄.
They showed no more that some agreement between the two urves but were almost useless to
deide whether Ehad
tot
worked in DIS as well as it did with other proesses, as the variable used
was W 2 that does not take into aount the leading eet.
In 1984 the ISR losed and no further intensive experimental work was planned in this important
eld of non-perturbative QCD. The last relevant result was obtained in 1997 at LEP (CERN),
when the meson η′, very rih in gluon ontent, was seen to be produed in gluon indued jets as a
leading partile, that is, having an anomalous high longitudinal momentum [16℄. This ompleted
the series of experiments aimed to establish the universality of the leading eet in p -p and e+e−
proesses but nothing of onlusive had been obtained in relation with DIS proesses.
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As invariant representation of Ehad
tot
was hosen M
X
≡
√
(qhad
tot
)2 [6, 13, 14, 17℄ in onsisteny
with the previous use of
√
s : again a total invariant mass had been hosen to be the fundamental
quantity from whih the hadronization should have been depending. Indeed M
X
redues to Ehad
tot
when evaluated in the CMS and, as all the experiments were made in balaned olliders (where
ms=lab), then (Ehad
tot
)
CMS
= (Ehad
tot
)
LAB
held, so the latter was in eet the right quantity to
be measured.
Nowadays, beause of an unjustied extention of the use of M
X
sto DIS proesses, the almost
totality of the experimental works use M
X
to study the behaviour of a given quantity, and the
invariant mass is generally but wrongly believed to be the orret representation for the eetive
energy.
As a result, papers about this topi often disagree when they try to establish if, for instane,〈
nch
〉
has a universal behaviour. See, as an example, [18, 19℄, where the harged partile multi-
pliity is analysed. They both agree with the hypotesis of the universality features, also referred
to as fragmentation universality.
On the ontrary, in a more reent work [5℄, a disrepany of 15% is observed between DIS and
e+e− , p -p mean harged partile multipliity.
Strangely enough, the use of M
X
is going on even when a fundamental quantity as
〈
nch
〉
has
been shown to be no more universal if also DIS data are onsidered.
From the viewpoint adopted here, in [5℄ is proved that M
X
annot represent the invariant
quantity eetively available for partile prodution and here is a rst indiation that should have
long sine been onsidered: the logial step that brought to the introdution of the eetive energy
was to separate the interation in the two already mentioned sub-interations. Now, if we insist
on assoiating the total invariant mass to any given partile system, we should also make the
assoiation:
Leading Eet ←→ M
L
≡
√
(qlead
tot
)2
But, as it is easily seen, an invariant-mass-type quantity annot be onsidered as the variable to
be assoiated to any sub-system into whih the whole system is being divided as
√
s 6= M
X
+ M
L
(1)
So we have to make our hoie: either we separate the nal state partiles into leading and
hadroni, or we use invariant masses, but not both.
3 Introdution of A
TOT
Firstly, let us reall that in the leading approah, the interation is divided into two proesses:
Leading Eet ≡ the quantum number onservation mehanism
Hadronization ≡ the mehanism that transforms some available quantity
into partiles masses
The quantum numbers of the inident partiles ow from the initial to the nal state thanks
to the leading partiles (usually but not always identiable with the so-alled remnant) [8℄ and
atually arried by them. Beause of this enhaned dependene from the inident partiles, the
adp header will be provided by the publisher 5
leading partiles usually aquire an anomalous large longitudinal momentum: this is the Leading
Eet and these partiles are said to be produed as leading.
Then omes the hadronization, that onverts what is left into the whole of the other partiles
produed in the interation. The leading partiles and their 4-momenta are no more onsidered
in the sense that they are not viewed as part of the hadroni system produed. What is left after
this subtration is what is eventually studied and analysed. This is the eetive energy approah
presented in few words.
And here is the issue: is it after all orret to ignore the whole leading partile as it has been
done so far in all the works published in this eld? The answer is: absolutely not. In fat the
leading partile leaves the vertex following a trajetory that is not perfetly aligned to that of the
inident partile. For example, if the leading partile is the proton remnant, it is indeed true that
it will have a large longitudinal momentum, that is, it will be strongly aligned with the inident
partile axis, but not exatly nor ompletely.
Keeping in mind that there are some exeptions to the situation we are about desribe, let
us try to show the problem by shematizing the inident and the leading partiles in a generi
ollision, see Figure 1.
Fig. 1 Simplied sketh of a ollision: in the initial state (top) are represented the two inident partiles,
while in the nal state (bottom) only the two leading partiles are shown. The transverse ontribution to
their 4-momenta annot originate from the 4-momenta of the inident quarks and must be a onsequene
of the ollision, that is, of the quark(s) loss/exhange: for this reason it annot be assoiated to QNF and
must not be subtrated to
√
s (see text).
In the out sketh it is evident that the transverse omponent of the leading momenta annot
originate from the inident momenta in a diret way. In other words, the transverse leading
momenta are not those of the spetator partons (as impliitly assumed in previous works on the
leading eet) but represent the partons exhanged in the interation.
This remark is three-dimensional, but it is straightforward to introdue the appropriate four-
dimensional version by simply extending the formalism, that is, deomponing the energy into its
longitudinal and transverse omponent.
As our starting point has been the QNF, and as these quantum numbers ought to be arried
by the leading partile, it is orret to refer to the motion quantum numbers by visualizing the
trajetory of the leading partiles.
Now, if the longitudinal 4-momentum of the leading partile an be safely assoiated with that of
the quantum numbers propagating from the initial state, this annot be the same for the transverse
omponent. The latter must ome from partons exhange with the other inident partile, when
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the leading partile is the same as the inident partile, or from the partons loss/exhange, in the
ase where the leading partile is dierent from the inident one.
This simple geometrial remark immediately suggests that:
The omponent of the qlead
tot
that is transverse to the QNF is not leading. As suh, it
must not be subtrated from
√
s to get the Total available quadri-salar.3
The longitudinal omponent of qlead
tot
will be alled L
TOT
and represents the ost to be paid
in a given event to fore the quantum numbers onservation. What is left from
√
s is the invariant
variable to be assoiated with the multihadroni nal state and that represents the slie of
√
s
eetively available to its prodution. In other words, it is the Lorentz-invariant quantity that
should be used to analyse and desribe every experimental result. Summarizing we have:
√
s −→


L
TOT
goes to the leading eet
A
TOT
goes to the hadronization
The indies tot stays for total and reminds us that the whole produt of the interation
is being onsidered. Anyway, in priniple, nothing would prevent us from onsidering one hemi-
sphere only by dening A1 for hemisphere 1, and A2 for hemisphere 2. It is easy, in suh ase,
to hange the denition of A
TOT
given below: it sues to onsider the leading (or hadroni)
quadrimomentum measured in one hemisphere instead that looking at both (see next setion for
a onsistent denition given in equation 7). This means that it is possible to use the variables
introdued later in the paper to study target experiments too. Useless to say that this agrees, and
is imposed by, the universality of the leading eet. This situation will not be analysed here and
when we talk about the available quadri-salar we are atually talking about the total available
quadri-salar.
It is important at this point to distinguish two kinds of leading eet that will be alled here
diret and indiret. The rst type is observed in all the ollisions but the annihilation proesses.
The seond one regards the annihilation proesses only.
But how is it possible to have a leading eet if the inident partiles annihilate? Atually,
it is still possible to talk about a leading eet but it relates no more to the propagation of the
quantum numbers of the inident partiles. Rather, it is referred to the quantum numbers of the
partiles formed by pair prodution from the γ/Z0 produed at the annihilation vertex.
This seond type of leading eet has been observed in e+e− annihilations (it is present at a
1% rate) and the most important studies regarded the prodution of the harmed meson D∗ [6℄
and that of the gluoni meson η′ [16℄.
As for the D∗, the propagating quantum numbers are those of a c or c¯ quark while, when the
η′ is onerned, its strong gluoni omponent tells us that it is arrying the quantum numbers of
the gluon: in fat, the η′ appears to be leading only when emerging from a gluon indued jet (3
or 4-jet events).
Why this distintion? Apart from the oneptual, there is a pratial reason to insist on it.
In fat, the alulations performed later annot be referred to the indiret leading eet, and the
3
Here a short note about the name hosen for this new invariant is appropriate: it is simply the most ompat
among the orret names. In fat, it would be wrong to use the word energy, as well as it is not orret to
use the term mass. In fat A
TOT
is not an invariant-mass-like quantity. So, the good pratie to all things
with a name that resembles their nature has been applied.
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given denition of A
TOT
itself ought to be hanged. It would not be a diult task, and the
appropriate formulation in this ase is also given below, but the experimental evidene has not
been pursued yet.
It is evident anyway that, even in suh situation, some projetion must be done. We an guess
that the axis on whih qlead should be projeted is the axis given by the mean momentum of the
jet ontaining the leading partile, namely, the harmed jet or the gluoni jet respetively.
Keeping in mind this distintion, it is now possible to nd a mathematial expression for the
salar quantity available to the energy-into-mass transformation.
4 Formal denition of L
TOT
and A
TOT
Following the remarks made in the previous setion and using the minkowskyan metri instead of
the eulidean, it is immediate to write the expression for L
TOT
L
TOT
≡ qlead
tot
· q
in
tot√
s
(2)
Aording to our point of view, this represents the ost of the quantum numbers onservation
in a given event. What is left is what the physis assign to partile prodution
A
TOT
≡
√
(qin
tot
)2 − qlead
tot
· q
in
tot√
s
(3)
or, in ompat notation
A
TOT
≡ √s− L
TOT
(4)
This is the orret formal denition of A
TOT
but we should now nd a manageable expression to
be used below. A possible one is given by writing
√
(qin
tot
)2 =
(qin
tot
)2√
(qin
tot
)2
(5)
and substituting in (3) to get
A
TOT
= qhad
tot
· q
in
tot√
s
(6)
that is, A
TOT
is the projetion of the sum of all the 4-momenta of the produed hadrons (exluding
of ourse the leading partiles) on the axis given by the inident partiles.
Inidentally, this last remark suggests the only possible onsistent denition for A1, that, as
disussed in the previous setion, is the variable to be used when onsidering a single hemisphere
(in whih ase also A2 ould be of interest) or a target experiment:
A1 = q
had
1 ·
qin
tot√
s
(7)
It must be realled again that this result is only valid for the diret leading eet. When we
are onerned with the indiret leading eet we should write
L
TOT
(ind) ≡ qlead
tot
· q
jet
tot√
(qjet
tot
)2
(8)
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and oherently modify the expression for A
TOT
. The last is valid provided that there is no further
leading eet observed in the other jets (in whih ase the denition of L
TOT
should be hanged
aordingly).
First of all, the onsisteny with previous works must be tested. These all learly showed that,
if the variable
Ehad
tot
= Ein
tot
− Elead
tot
(9)
is used to perform data analysis, then universality features manifest themselves: a whole set of
measured quantities shows the same behaviour independently of everything but Ehad
tot
. So the
value of A
TOT
in terms of Ehad
tot
must be estimated.
The olliders where the leading eet was studied (ISR, LEP, HERA(e+e−)) were all balaned,
that is, the inident partiles had the same energy. In this ase
A
TOT
= (Ehad
tot
)
lab
= (Ehad
tot
)
ms
(balaned olliders) (10)
must hold. In fat, what we get if we speialize to the CMS is:
A
TOT
= qhad
tot
· q
in
tot√
s
= (Ehad
tot
; ~p had
tot
)
ms
· (E
in
tot
;~0)
ms√
s
=
=
(
Ehad
tot
·Ein
tot
Ein
tot
)
ms
= (Ehad
tot
)
ms
(11)
and there are no onsisteny troubles as we reover the variable used in that early works performed
in the CMS limit. The previous equation also shows that:
A
TOT
6= (Ehad
tot
)
non ms
(12)
that is a very important result and tells us that, in general, Ehad
tot
is not the eetive energy. In
other words, at an unbalaned ollider, the diret use of Ehad
tot
will not work and is not orret.
This means that the universality features were disovered thanks to the fat that the exper-
iments were inidentally onduted in the system where the available quadri-salar mathes the
energy of the hadrons produed (exluding the leading partiles). Probably, this is also the reason
that indued the disoverers to think that a non-invariant quantity like the hadroni energy, ould
have had suh a fundamental role. Had those olliders been unbalaned (as is HERA nowadays),
the disovery of the universality features ould not have been made.
In order to be exhaustive, it should be said that some late works made at the ISR were performed
using M
X
instead of Ehad
tot
[6, 13, 14, 17℄ but the Universality Features were evident anyway, even
if, in general, M
X
6= Ehad
tot
. How is it possible? In hapter 8, it will be showed how the reason
for M
X
worked so well in those oasions, lies in the partiular uts made on the data set at that
time as well as in the low energies and resolutions.
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5 Relation between M
X
and A
TOT
As mentioned, in general, A
TOT
6= M
X
. The best way to get a useful relation between these two
variables is to estimate the quantity (A2
TOT
−M2
X
):
A2
TOT
= (
√
s− qlead
tot
· q
in
tot√
s
)2 = s− 2qlead
tot
qin
tot
+
(qlead
tot
qin
tot
)2
s
(13)
M2
X
= (qin
tot
− qlead
tot
)2 = s− 2qin
tot
qlead
tot
+ (qlead
tot
)2 (14)
so that the dierene is all in the last terms:
(A2
TOT
−M2
X
) =
[
(qlead
tot
qin
tot
)2
s
− (qlead
tot
)2
]
(15)
This is the orret invariant expression for the dierene we are estimating, but we also need
an expression that is funtion of some measured quantities in order to perform the alulations
that follow.
To simplify the notation we introdue the following shortuts for the indies Total, Inident,
Hadroni and Leading:
in ←→ i
lead ←→ l
had ←→ h
tot ←→ t
Calulating in the CMS we get
[
A2
TOT
−M2
X
]
=
[
(qLT q
I
T )
2
s
− (qLT )2
]
= (ELT )
2
ms
− (qLT )2 =
= (ELT )
2
ms
− [(ELT )2ms − (~p LT )2ms] = (~p LT )2ms = (~pHT )2ms
(16)
This also follows by observing that

A2
TOT
= (EHT )
2
ms
M2
X
= (EHT )
2
ms
− (~pHT )2ms
(17)
so that [
A2
TOT
−M2
X
]
= (~pHT )
2
ms
(16
′
)
The importane of equation (16
′
) is threefold:
1. It shows that A
TOT
≥ M
X
that is, the hadroni system has more 4-salar at disposal for
partile prodution than what was believed so far. This implies that more partiles an be
produed than the value of Mx ould suggest (and at onstant Mx), depending on the total
3-momentum of the leading partile(s) (see point 3 below) as evaluated in the CMS;
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2. It gives a very simple reipe to re-analyse data that were wrongly plotted vs M
X
: it is in fat
suient to substitute (event by event) M
X
with the sum in quadrature of M
X
and (~p LT )
2
ms
:
M
X
−→
√
M2
X
+ (~p LT )
2
ms
or (18)
A
TOT
=
√
M2
X
+ (~p LT )
2
ms
(18
′
)
Here the knowledge of (~p LT )
2
ms
is neessary, otherwise the previous formula beomes useless
and another method, to be showed later in the paper, must be employed;
3. It highlights the importane of the unbalane in (~pLT )
2
ms
between the two hemispheres: what
makes the dierene between A
TOT
and M
X
has nothing to do with the absolute value of the
leading eet but depends only on its unbalane: the more this unbalane is, the more Mx
diers from Atot, the less M
X
is able to highlight the universality features. In other words,
you an have a strong, a medium, or a small leading eet: if the momenta of the two leading
partiles deteted are the same, then you will always nd that A
TOT
= M
X
, regardless of
their absolute value.
A
TOT
= M
X
= (EHT )ms
(
if (~pH1 + ~p
H
2 )ms = 0
)
(19)
In view of the appliation of A
TOT
to ompare p -p and e+e− data, another fat must be
disussed here, not only for future referene, but also to hek the ompatibility with previous
results.
When the onfrontation between p -p and e+e− data were made, the latter were plotted in
terms of
√
s . When we do not have a leading eet in e+e− annihilation, the relation
√
s =M
X
holds. But, as stated before, a strong leading eet in e+e− proesses is only present at a 1%
rate. In other events the leading eet an be negleted.
Besides, when an average among all the events is performed, the 1% showing a large leading
eet is easily overome by the remaining 99% and beomes undetetable, in the sense that the
dierene between M
X
and
√
s is far below the experimental unertainties. This means that, for
those samples of e+e− data, you have
√
s = M
X
and, as e+e− olliders always have the feature lab=ms, the relation
M
X
= Ehad
tot
holds too. In other words, for our purposes, in e+e− annihilations:
A
TOT
= M
X
=
√
s = Ehad
tot
(e+e− annihilations) (20)
and we have not to worry about whih variable was used. This will turn out to be important later
on, where the experimental evidene of what has been onjetured so far is provided.
Before onsidering this evidene, I would like to address what I onsider a very important
oneptual issue. Conservation laws at verties are always expressed in terms of 4-vetorial quan-
tities (like 4-momenta, tensors, et). This is true even in the leading eet framework, where the
onservation law reads:
qhad
tot
= qin
tot
− qlead
tot
(21)
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On the ontrary, when the experimental results are analysed, you always have to do with some
salar quantity like
√
s or M
X
(as the nal produt of any analysis usually is some salar funtion
of one variable).
The approah pursued here provides a onsistent jump between the former and the latter as it
allows to get from (21) the following salar onservation law:
√
s = A
TOT
+ L
TOT
(4
′
)
It seems to be a trivial step but, as previously noted, the world-wide use of M
X
shows as it
often happens that we do not reognize simple fats as a onservation law violation: the very
use of M
X
in the framework of the eetive energy violates the 4-momentum onservation law at
interation verties and, onsequently, of the whole interation itself.
6 Evidene of
〈
nch
〉
vs A
TOT
universality
In this setion we show how it is possible to reover QCD universality by using A
TOT
to plot data
oming from dierent experiments. The proof is obtained by resaling a result given in another
paper [5℄.
7
It is appropriate here to briey summarize the results of that work. It is a study of the
quantity
〈
nch
〉
in DIS proesses. The main result is that
〈
nch
〉
dis
is more than 15% higher than〈
nch
〉
measured for p -p and e+e− proesses. This is well above the experimental unertainties, so
the onlusion was: DIS proesses disagree with the leading eet phenomenology and bring to a
QCD non-universality. Figure 2 shows the variable
〈
nch
〉
as measured in [5℄.
The study was onduted in a redued phase spae. The harged traks and the energies were
only measured in the polar angle interval θ
lab
∈ [200; 1600], see Figure 3.
This ut is justied by a large improvement in the experimental resolutions and, as proved in
the same paper by means of MC simulations, it does not aet the result in any way. The other
uts are not relevant and are those normally used to obtain an almost pure set of DIS events.
More details may be found in [5℄ or below.
Beause of this ut in the polar angle, the variable M
X
is substituted with M
e
: it is again a
hadroni invariant mass but this time it is not the total one; in fat, it is that measured in the ∆θ
onsidered. Again, MC simulations proved that the dependene between
〈
nch
〉
and M
X
(M
e
) is
not aeted by the phase spae redution.
From now on, unless otherwise stated, all variables refer to the redued phase spae without
introduing any new notation to reall this fat. The only variable whih notation will be hanged
is M
X
to M
e
in order to help any omparison with [5℄.
Of ourse, the orretion fator is the ratio between A
TOT
and M
X
and will be denoted by a.
This fator will be applied to the absissa in the plot showed in Figure 2, and will be obtained
in a high energy approximation: this will ause a very slight mismath at low energies even when
A
TOT
is used for re-plotting. This approximation ould be avoided by re-analysing the data in
terms of A
TOT
.
To give an estimation of the orretion fator a that is suitable for our purposes, the general
result (16) is useless as ~p lead
tot
was not measured. Also that result is stritly valid only in the full
7
Presently I have no aess to row data, so I ould not make a diret analysis.
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Fig. 2 Figure taken from [5℄ showing the mean harged partile multipliity in DIS events plotted as
a funtion of M
e
and onfronted with the same quantity measured for other proesses. The inner bars
show the statistial errors, the outer ones show the statistial and systemati errors added in quadrature.
20

160

Fig. 3 Typial DIS event in the ZEUS detetor. The polar angle ut is shown: shaded areas are not
onsidered in the analyses. Figure taken from [5℄.
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phase spae. Thus the orretion has been estimated by averaging over the two variables on whih
the said ratio depends, namely θ and y (as showed below). The latter is a new variable that is
dened in the next setion and that expresses the unbalane in hadroni energy between the two
hemispheres in a way that is suitable for our alulation.
We proeed by estimatimating the quantity s · (A2
TOT
−M2
e
):
s · [A2
TOT
−M2
e
] = [EHEI − ~pH~p I ]2 − [(EI)2 − (~p I)2][(EH)2 − (~pH)2] =
= (EHEI)2 + (pHpI cos θ)2 − 2EHEIpHpI cos θ−
− (EHEI)2 − (pIpH)2 + (EIpH)2 + (EHpI)2 =
= (pHpI)2(cos2 θ − 1)− 2(EHEIpHpI) cos θ+
+ (EIpH)2 + (EHpI)2 = . . .
(22)
where the index tot has been suppressed and the absolute value of 3-vetors is denoted by
suppressing the arrow above the vetors.
Of ourse θ is the angle between ~p I and ~pH that is, onsidering HERA kinematis, between
~pH and the z axis:
θ = ∠ (~pHT ; zˆ) (23)
This means that θ is the polar angle, and will be identied with it from now on. Introduing the
high energies approximation:{
pH≃ EH
p I ≃ EI
and substituting in (22) we get:
. . . = (EHEI)2(cos2 θ − 1)− 2(EHEI)2 cos θ + 2(EHEI)2 =
= (EHEI)2(1 − 2 cos θ + cos2 θ) =
= [EHEI(1− cos θ)]2
(22
′
)
To sum up:
s · [A2TOT −M2e] ≃ [EHEI(1− cos θ)]2 (EH,I ≃ pH,I) (24)
In order to further simplify the last expression we are now fored to hoose a referene frame.
Again the best hoie is the CMS, both to simplify s and for sake of visualization. Besides, it is in
general the most balaned system, and this helps in avoiding as many troubles as possible with
the high energies approximation. The only ompliation indued by this hoie is that it fores to
perform the needed transformations on data olleted in the lab system.
Calulating in the CMS we obtain:
s · [A2
TOT
−M2
e
] ≃ (EH)2
ms
(EI)2
ms
(1− cos θ)2
ms
(25)
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and using
s = (Ein
tot
)2
ms
(26)
it beomes
[A2
TOT
−M2
e
] ≃ (EH)2
ms
(1− cos θ)2
ms
(27)
As already mentioned, the ratio between A
TOT
and M
X
is a funtion of two variables: ∆θ and
y. This means that, after having imposed the uts used in the paper to be orreted, onsidering
the ollision parameter at HERA, and nally averaging over these two variables, we are left with
a linear dependene of A
TOT
from M
e
:
A
TOT
∝ M
e
(xed kinematial onditions) (28)
Thus, if in general we have
A
TOT
M
e
≡ a(∆θ, y) (29)
the previous remark allows the alulation of the onstant a =
〈
a(∆θ, y)
〉
(∆θ,y)
that expresses the
ratio between A
TOT
and M
X
at xed kinematial onditions:
a ≡ 〈a(∆θ, y)〉
(∆θ,y)
(xed kinematial onditions) (30)
Note that a is invariant being the ratio between two invariants.
The dependene of a from ∆θ and y will be used later to show how it is possible to obtain
a dierent value for a by tuning these parameters. This fat supports the orretness of the
introdution of A
TOT
, as we obtain a value that allows DIS data to math with other proesses
urves if and only if the uts used in [5℄ are taken into aount.
Using the notation introdued in (29), equation (27) an be rewritten as:
[a2(∆θ, y)− 1] ·M2
e
≃ (EH)2
ms
(1− cos θ)2
ms
(27
′
)
or, isolating a,
a2(∆θ, y) ≃ 1 + (E
H)2
ms
M2
e
· (1− cos θ)2
ms
(31)
The relevant uts and numerial values are:
• θ
lab
∈ [200; 1600]: the already mentioned polar angle ut [5℄. It must be re-evaluated in the
ms;
• (E′e)labmin = 8 Gev, where the prime is used to refer to the nal state and the e  indiates
the nal state positron (this ut is imposed to guarantee an almost pure level of DIS events).
Even this value must be re-evaluated in the ms;
• β
boost
=0.935 is the value of the boost between the lab and the ms at HERA.
and we are now ready to estimate the orretion fator we are seeking, that is, the mean of a with
respet to the variables it depends on:
a ≡
√√√√1 +
〈
(1− cos θ)2
ms
〉
〈
M
e
/(EHT )ms
〉2 (32)
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6.1 Average over the polar angle
In this subsetion only a prime is used to indiate ms variables while unprimed varibles refer to
the lab system. Writing the appropriate transformations for the 4-momenta

E′ = γ(E − βpz)
p′z = γ(pz − βE)
(33)
and using again the high energies approximation in the form

pz = p cos θ ≃ E cos θ
p′z = p
′ cos θ′ ≃ E′ cos θ′
(34)
we get 

E′ = γ(E − βE cos θ)
E′ cos θ′ = γ(E cos θ − βE)
(35)
so that
cos θ′ ≃ γE(cos θ − β)
γE(1− β cos θ) =
cos θ − β
1− β cos θ (36)
that is the well known formula for the aberration of light. The use of the last result is again ause
of some overestimation of a at low energies.
Working in the ms allows to perform the mean over the polar angle by simply averaging over
the distribution obtained in (31) as, if the sample is large enough,
〈
θ
〉
ms
≃ π/2 .
Using the interval given in [5℄, θ ∈ [200; 1600], and performing the needed transformations we get

200 −→ 87.8950 = 1.536 rad
1600 −→ 176.3050 = 3.077 rad.
(37)
These are the extremes of integration to be used. The integral yields
〈
(1− cos θ)2〉
ms
=
∫ 3.077
1.536
(1− cos θ)2dθ
∆θ
≃ 2.68 (38)
so that
a(y) ≡ 〈 a(∆θ, y) 〉
(∆θ)
≃
√
1 +
2.68
(M
e
/EH)2
(39)
6.2 Average over the new unbalane variable y
As antiipated above, we now dene a variable that suitably represents the unbalane in hadroni
energy between the two hemispheres. We all this variable y and dene it as follows:

EH1,p = y ·EHT
EH2,e = (1− y) ·EHT
(40)
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that is, y is the fration of hadroni energy measured in hemisphere 1 (that of the target region,
where the proton remnant is deteted).
Using y we an express M
X
as a funtion of Ehad
tot
in a very useful way. In fat, assuming that
kˆ H1 ≃ −kˆ H2 (where kˆH represents the hadroni 3-momentum versor) we have
M
X
≡
√
(qhad
tot
)2 =
[
(qH1 )
2 + (qH2 )
2 + 2EH1 E
H
2 − 2~pH1 · ~pH2
]1/2 ≃
≃ [2EH1 EH2 + 2EH1 EH2 ]1/2 = 2√EH1 EH2
(41)
that together with denition (40) yields
M
X
≃ 2
√
EH1 E
H
2 = 2E
had
tot
√
y(1− y) (42)
We remark that this resaling method is appliable only if we have no more than 2 hadroni
jets. In ase of 3 or more jets, another method should be used or a diret data analysis must be
performed.
The hadroni energies we are onsidering are real hadroni energies, that is, the energies
eetively produed at the interation vertex, regardless of the uts applied to perform the analysis.
This does not reate problems in ase of a phase spae redution as there is no dependene of
M
X
(Ehad
tot
) from the phase spae [5℄. On the ontrary, the ut in the nal positron energy must
be onsidered, as the events that do not meet this ondition do not beome part of the statistis.
As
〈
y
〉
ms
= 1/2 holds, for the same reason exposed in the previous setion, it is suient to
alulate the mean of the distribution obtained in the (42). Had there been no uts in the leading
partiles energy, this integral would have yielded π/8, that is half the area of a irle of radius
1/2. This is not our ase and we will have to take into aount the relevant uts, one of whih
has been already mentioned and is:
(E′e)
lab
min
= 8Gev
that, as usual, must be re-evaluated in the ms:
(E′e)
ms
min
= γ
[
(E′e)
lab
min
− ~β · ~p labz
] ≃ (E′e)labmin · 1 + β√
1− β2
=
= (E′e)
lab
min
·
√
1 + β
1− β ≃ 5.467 (E
′
e)
lab
min
≃ 43.7 Gev
(43)
where we have:
• onsidered that βˆ e zˆ are antiparallel, from where the hange in sign at the seond equality
• used the high energy approximation and the strong ollinearity of the e+
out
(again at the
seond equality)
• used the value of β
boost
for β
The highest leading longitudinal momentum in the target region is deteted when a proton
takes the role of the leading partile: as this maximum value, we use that representing the limit
between the leading physis and the dirative physis (in the sense desribed in [1℄ or [6℄), namely:
(Elead1,p )max = (xF )
ms
max
· Ein1,p = 0.8Ein1,p (44)
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where xF is the Feynman variable that represents, in pratie, the frational longitudinal momen-
tum of the leading partile.
It should be noted that the relation between energies or momenta expressed in frational terms
are approximately invariant. In fat:

E′
lead
= γ(EL − ~β · ~p L)
E′
in
= γ(EI − ~β · ~p I)
−→
−→ E
′
L
E′I
=
γ(EL − ~β · ~p L)
γ(EI − ~β · ~p I)
≃ γ(1− β)
γ(1− β) ·
EL
EI
=
EL
EI
(45)
so that the energy of a partile expressed with the Feynman variable is about the same in two
dierent frames at high energies and in a ollinear approximation. The leading partile, as suh,
respets these approximations.
The two values just obtained allow to nd the largest interval in hadroni energy ompatible
with the uts:

(EH1 )
ms
min
=
√
s
2
− 4
5
·
√
s
2
≃ 30.0Gev
(EH2 )
ms
max
=
√
s
2
− (E′e)msmin ≃ 106.5Gev
from whih the minimum for y immediately follows:
y
min
=
(EH1 )
min
ms
(EH1 )
min
ms
+ (EH2 )
max
ms
≃ 0.220 (46)
In order to give an estimation for y
max
, it is neessary to make some assumptions regarding
xminF and (E
′
e)
ms
max
. A good hoie, in view of a omparison with ISR data, is to adopt the same
value of xminF hosen at ISR, namely 0.4 :
(xF )
ms
min
= 0.4Ein1,p
It will also be assumed that the nal state positron loses at least the 30% of its energy, value
above whih the dirative events begin to prevail over the DIS ones:
(E′e)
ms
max
= 0.7
√
s
2
≃ 105Gev
From the previous two equations we get

(EH1 )
max
ms
=
3
5
·
√
s
2
≃ 90.1Gev
(EH2 )
min
ms
=
√
s
2
− (E′e)msmax ≃ 45.0Gev
(47)
that in turn yields
y
max
=
(EH1 )
max
ms
(EH1 )
max
ms
+ (EH2 )
min
ms
≃ 0.667 (48)
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Summarizing:

y
min
=
(EH1 )
min
ms
(EH1 )
min
ms
+ (EH2 )
max
ms
≃ 0.220
y
max
=
(EH1 )
max
ms
(EH1 )
max
ms
+ (EH2 )
min
ms
≃ 0.667
(49)
and it is now possible to give a numerial estimation for the mean of the distribution in hadroni
energy a depends on:
〈√
y(1− y) 〉hera
ms
=
∫ 0.667
0.220
√
y(1− y) dy
0.667− 0.220 ≃ 0.48 (uts onsidered) (50)
or, in our ase,〈
M
X
〉
hera
ms
= 2Ehad
tot
· 〈√y(1− y) 〉hera
ms
≃ 0.96 · Ehad
tot
(51)
7 Final result
Given the previous results and onsiderations, we obtain the following orretion fator a to be
applied in absissa in [5℄:
a ≡
√√√√1 +
〈
(1− cos θ)2
ms
〉
〈
M
e
/(EHT )ms
〉2 =
√
1 +
2.68
(0.96)2
= 1.98 (52)
So, the plot will be showing the
〈
nch
〉
vs A
TOT
dependene if we multiply DIS data absissas by
a fator a= 1.98. We reall one more that e+e− data do not neessitate any resaling while for
p -p data an estimation of the orretion fator is given below, but we an antiipate that it is
negligible. The result is showed in Figure 4.
It is evident that, partiularly at high energies, DIS data and other proesses data follow the
same urve. The quantity
〈
nch
〉
is again a Universality Feature.
8 p -p data resaling
Realling that the ISR was balaned and that the full phase spae was onsidered, we an onlude
that the analyses performed using Ehad
tot
(the almost totality) were automatially made in terms
of A
TOT
(see equation 11). This means that those works do not neessitate any orretion.
On the ontrary, in some other works, the variable M
X
was employed [6, 13, 14, 17℄: these
do need to be orreted for the reasons exposed in the introdutory setion. This may seem in
ontrast with the fat that no dierenes were found at that time when data were analysed both
with Ehad
tot
and M
X
but it is not so, the reason being in the low preisions and energies then
ahievable.
As an example, we estimate the dierene between A
TOT
andM
X
that ould have been revealed
in the early works at ISR where the only ondition was the presene of a leading proton leaving
the vertex with
x
F
∈ [0.4 , 0.8] (53)
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Fig. 4 The same gure as 2 but with DIS data (ZEUS 95) resaled by the fator a ≃ 2 and plotted in
violet: now the X-axis variable is A
TOT
. The universality of
〈
nch
〉
is evident, partiularly at high energies
(a being an asymptoti value).
from whih it follows that
Ehad
max
≃ 3Ehad
min
(54)
and this in turn allows to get the maximum value of a in the worst situation:
A
TOT
M
X
=
(Ehad
tot
)
ms,lab
M
X
≃ (worst situation)
≃ E
had
max
+ Ehad
min
2
√
Ehad
max
Ehad
min
≃ 4E
had
min
2
√
3(Ehad
min
)2
=
2√
3
≃ 1.155
(55)
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where again the high energies approximation has been used in the seond step. Thus, in a single
event and in the worst situation, the dierene between A
TOT
and M
X
ould had been as large
as 15%, but this is a limiting event; when averaging over all the events the dierene beomes ≪
15% and is onsequently hidden by the large unertainties that aeted
〈
nch
〉
at those times. It is
therefore possible to safely employ ISR p -p data analysed in terms of M
X
to make a omparison
with other proesses data if a very high preision is not required.
9 Dependene of a on ∆θ and ∆y
In this last setion the dependene of a on ∆θ and ∆y is disussed with the main purpose of
showing how it is improbable for the result obtained in this paper to be fortuitous.
In fat, hanging kinematial onditions (using other values for ∆θ and for ∆y) would bring to
dierent values of a and the agreement between e+e−, p -p and DIS ahieved in this paper ould
have not been obtained without taking a full aount of the orret kinematial onditions.
Equation (31) shows that a inreases with θ and dereases with the width of the interval in y
(entered at 0.5). We examine the situations when a is as high or as low as possible. We also
hek what happens in ase of no phase spae redution.
It is of ourse safer to vary ∆θ than ∆y as from the latter depends the purity of the DIS
sample. Only safe values for the minimum and the maximum of y will be onsidered.
A maximum for 2
〈√
y(1− y) 〉 is obtained by seleting a sample of balaned events:
y =
1
2
−→ 2〈√y(1− y) 〉
max
= 1 (56)
while unbalaned events indue a minimum for a. If events with a fast leading proton and a low
energy outgoing positron are hosen (events unbalaned in EH towards hemisphere 2)

xF ∈ [0.6 ; 0.8]
(E′e)
ms
min
∈ [43, 7 ; 70] Gev
(57)
then, in the same way used earlier, we get:

y
min
= 0.220
y
max
= 0.431
(58)
from whih〈√
y(1− y) 〉
min
= 0.464 (59)
a value that may be used to re-evaluate a under modied onditions. As showed in (18 ′) the
analytial minimum for a is 1:
a ≡ ATOT
M
e
≤ 1 (60)
but it is not possible to reah this value in true experiments as measurements should be performed
in very small and ollinear intervals in θ (say θ
lab
∈ [00; 50]). Perhaps, a realisti possibility ould
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be θ
ms
∈ [00; 900] that is θ
lab
∈ [00; 200] (a hoie that implies a poor resolution anyway). In suh
a ase 〈
(1− cos θ)2
ms
〉 ≃ 0.23 (61)
whih yields
a
min
≃
√
1 +
0.23
1
≃ 1.1 (62)
that is, in these onditions A
TOT
andM
X
would be undistinguishable in pratie, again beause of
poor resolutions. Suh a study would have never been able to reveal any dierene between A
TOT
and M
e
and the universality features would have been evident even using M
e
as it happened in
some previous experiments.
In order to get muh greater values for a than that obtained in this work, we should go to the
other side of the polar angle range, imposing, for example, θ
ms
∈ [1500; 1800]. But this would
mean to say θ
lab
∈ [1740; 1800], again a ridiulous interval. We are thus fored to onlude that
a
max
& 2 (using
〈√
y(1− y) 〉
min
= 0.464) (63)
and note that this study has already been performed in in a kinematial region where a reahs or
is very near to its maximum.
Finally, it is interesting to see what would have been obtained by working in the full phase
spae. Imposing
∆θ
lab
= ∆θ
ms
= [00; 1800] (64)
we get 〈
(1− cos θ)2
ms
〉
= 1.5 (65)
so that
a
(full phase spae)
=
√
1 +
1.5
(0.96)2
≃ 1.62 (66)
a fator implying a dierene that is about 40% smaller than what has been found in the redued
phase spae. This result, ombined with the worse resolution at the two ends of the ZEUS
alorimeter, shows that a full phase spae study would have been loosely able to reveal that
smaller dierene between A
TOT
and M
X
.
This disussion shows how the value estimated for a and the onsequent gathering toward the
same urve of data points related to dierent proesses, has a quite pronouned dependene from
the ontour onditions. As an example, using a
(full phase spae)
to resale DIS points in Fig. 4,
would keep the mismath between DIS and other data points evident.
This implies that a possible fortuitousness of the agreement obtained an be regarded as quite
unlikely. It is of ourse neessary to perform diret analyses to hek if A
TOT
works well in
dierent onditions and kinds of experiments, partiularly in those involving the indiret leading
eet: these proesses in partiular appear to be the best andidates to hek the geometrial
justiation for introduing A
TOT
.
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10 Conlusions
After reonsidering under the orret geometrial viewpoint the kinematis of the leading eet,
a new invariant has been introdued. It is likely to be the universal Lorentz-invariant quantity
eetively available to multipartile prodution and, as suh, the variable that orretly desribes
the hadronization proesses in any kind of partile ollisions. Consequently, it has been alled the
Total available quadri-salar and denoted with A
TOT
.
The universality of
〈
nch
〉
has thus been reovered after that other works [5℄ had laimed its
non-universality when omparing DIS with other kinds of proesses and analysing in terms of the
invariant hadroni mass M
X
.
This result denitely rules out M
X
as the quantity representing the so-alled hadroni energy
and supports A
TOT
as its most reasonable suessor. In order to exlude other yet-to-be-proposed
possibilities to solve the universality problem, and eventually adopt A
TOT
to study and desribe
available and future experimental results, further analyses onerning other physial quantities
need to be performed.
Appendix A:
A omparison with the generalized parton distribution approah
Finally, I would like to make a omparison and disuss similarities and dierenes between this
work and the generalized parton distribution (hereafter: GPD) approah to the physis of partiles
ollisions. For a reent review on the topi see [22℄ and referenes therein. I have found some
similarities in the two viewpoints, but the main dierene stays: the inorret use of invariant
masses to study partiles ollisions in general and hadronization in partiular.
Of ourse the GPD formalism digs deep into parton dynamis and enables to perform expliit
alulations onerning exlusive proesses and to study some (otherwise unaessible) quantities
like, for instane, 3-dimensional (transverse) distributions of partons inside the target hadron (see
Impat Parameter Representation, Set. 3.10 of [22℄) or heliities. It allows to derive interesting
information about the internal struture of hadrons as well as to alulate form fators for sub-
proesses whose experimental study is very diult or even not feasible, like graviton-parton
interations or gluoni urrents.
The present work is based on 4-dimensional geometrial-kinematial aspets of the ollision
proesses and onsequently distinguishes longitudinal and transverse omponents of involved 4-
momenta, just as the GPD formalism does. This surely is a ommon point to both approahes
but general results and, in partiular, aims are quite dierent.
In fat the present work onerns with a dierent aspet of partile reations, namely the global
and inlusive properties of multi-hadroni nal states, whih must show a global universality as a
onsequene of QCD universality, as has been extensively disussed in the paper.
It does not disuss exlusive proesses and does not allow to ompute assoiated amplitudes
(even though it tells whih is the orret variable to use to perform suh a task), but onentrates
instead on inlusive features of various types of reations. We desribe the ollision as a 2-step
proess, and this is another similarity with GPD approah, but there is a main dierene: our 2
steps are visible in the nal states: the leading partile (or target remnant) is not onsidered
as a part of the multi-hadroni nal state. After this subtration, any feature one ould think of
should be the same, independently from reating partiles or nominal energies. I have showed this
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is indeed the ase for the most essential quantity related to the study and desription of global
properties of nal states, i.e.
〈
nch
〉
(the mean harged partile multipliity).
The GPD approah is unable to reover this universality, the reason being the use of invariant
masses. It fores to aount for dierent kinematis when omparing proesses of dierent nature
(see e.g. Set. 6.5.1 of [22℄), when instead there is no dierene at all. There are no diferent
kinematis, we are simply looking at things from the wrong point of view (i.e. using the wrong
variables).
The use made of invariant-mass-type quantities, like M
X
(whih does not take into aount the
transverse ontribution from the leading partile) or W 2 (whih, even worse, does not take into
aount the leading partile at all) will never allow to orretly analyse any kind of experimental
data.
Of ourse GPD ould provide very detailed preditions, were the distintion between the leading
partile and the rest of the nal state implemented into the formalism. It would be very interesting
to use the power of GPD to extrapolate results to areas not aessible to the experiment in order
to hek and extend the study of hadronization under the A
TOT
framework toward those events
where the leading partile is not detetable (and thus its subtration beomes diult if not
impossible).
At any rate, it is of fundamental importane to abandone at one  both for the reason presented
here and for experimental evidenes of non-universality (also presented and disussed in the paper)
 the use of variables like s , M
X
, W 2 and similar when their use is evidently improper.
I suspet that many ontroversial results obtained in the small-x regime (where the leading eet
mostly plays its role: high longitudinal momentum of the leading partile: higher subtration),
as, for instane, those ited in Setion 8 of [22℄, ould be settled were A
TOT
and related variables
used to re-analyse available or new data.
If the use of A
TOT
(and its derived or derivable quantities) is to be implemented in the QCD
desription of both hard partoni subproesses and the hadronization phase, I believe that the
longitudinal-transverse separation-oriented GPD formalism, showing the disussed similarities
with the A
TOT
approah, ould failitate eorts toward this sope.
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